We consider the problem of e ciently learning in two-layer neural networks. We investigate the computational complexity of agnostically learning with simple families of neural networks as the hypothesis classes. We show that it is NP-hard to nd a linear threshold network of a xed size that approximatelyminimizes the proportion of misclassi ed examples in a training set, even if there is a network that correctly classi es all of the training examples. In particular, for a training set that is correctly classi ed by some two-layer linear threshold network with k hidden units, it is NP-hard to nd such a network that makes mistakes on a proportion smaller than c=k 2 of the examples, for some constant c. We prove a similar result for the problem of approximately minimizing the quadratic loss of a two-layer network with a sigmoid output unit.
Introduction
Previous negative results for learning two-layer neural network classi ers show that it is di cult to nd a network that correctly classi es all examples in a training set. However, for learning to a particular accuracy it is only necessary to approximately solve this problem, that is, to nd a network that correctly classi es most examples in a training set. In this paper, we show that this approximation problem is hard for several neural network classes.
The hardness of PAC style learning is a very natural question that has been addressed from a variety of viewpoints. The strongest non-learnability conclusions are those stating that no matter what type of algorithm a learner may use, as long as its computational resources are limited, it would not be able to predict a previously unseen label (with probability signi cantly better than that of a random guess). Such results have been derived by noticing that, in some precise sense, learning may be viewed as breaking a cryptographic scheme. These strong hardness results are based upon assuming the security of certain cryptographic constructions (and in this respect are weaker than hardness results that are based on computational complexity assumptions like P 6 = NP or even RP 6 = NP). The weak side of these results is that they apply only to classes that are rich enough to encode a cryptographic mechanism. For example, under cryptographic assumptions, Goldreich, Goldwasser and Micali 6] show that it is di cult to learn boolean circuits over n inputs with at most p(n) gates, for some polynomial p. Kearns and Valiant 12] improve this result to circuits of polynomially many linear threshold gates and some constant (but unknown) depth. Thus, these techniques have not been so useful for analyzing neural networks as they have for understanding the hardness of learning classes of boolean circuits.
Another line of research considers agnostic learning using natural hypothesis classes. In such a learning setting, no assumptions are made about the rule used to label the examples, and the learner is required to nd a hypothesis in the class that minimizes the labeling errors over the training sample. If such a hypothesis class is relatively small (say, in terms of its VC-dimension), then it can be shown that such a hypothesis will have a good prediction ability (that is, its test error will be close to its training error).
There are several hardness results in this framework. The rst type are results showing hardness of nding a member of the hypothesis class that indeed minimizes the number of misclassi cation over a given labeled sample. Blum and Rivest 3] prove that it is NP-hard to decide if there is a two-layer linear threshold network with only two hidden units that correctly classi es all examples in a training sample. (Our main reduction uses an extension of the technique used by Blum and Rivest.) They also show that nding a conjunction of k linear threshold functions that correctly classi es all positive examples and some constant proportion of negative examples is as hard as coloring an n-vertex k-colorable graph with O(k log n) colors. DasGupta, Siegelmann and Sontag 4] extend Blum and Rivest's results to two-layer networks with piecewise linear hidden units. Megiddo 15] shows that it is NP-hard to decide if any boolean function of two linear threshold functions can correctly classify a training sample.
The weakness of such results is that, for the purpose of learning, one can settle for approximating the best hypothesis in the class, while the hardness results apply only to exactly meeting the best possible error rate.
Related results show the hardness of`robust learning'. A robust learner should be able to nd, for any given labeled sample, and for every > 0, a hypothesis with training error rate within of the best possible within the class, in time polynomial in the sample size and in 1= . H o gen and Simon 8] show that, assuming RP 6 = NP, no such learner exists for some subclasses of the class of half-spaces. Judd 10] shows NP-hardness results for an approximate sample error minimization problem for certain linear threshold networks with many outputs.
One may argue, that, for all practical purposes, a learner may be considered successful once it nds a hypothesis that approximates within the target (or the best hypothesis in a given class) for some xed small . Such learning is not ruled out by ruling out robust learning.
We are therefore led to the next level of hardness-of-learning results, showing hardness of approximating the best tting hypothesis in the class to within some xed error rate. Arora, Babai, Stern and Sweedyk 1] show that, for any constant, it is NP-hard to nd a linear threshold function that has the ratio of the number of misclassi cations to the optimum number below that constant. H o gen and Simon 8] show a similar result. We extend this type of result to richer classes of neural networks.
The neural networks that we consider have two layers, with a xed number of linear threshold units in the rst layer and a variety of output units. For pattern classi cation, we consider output units that compute boolean functions, and for real prediction we consider sigmoidal output units. Both problems can be expressed in a probabilistic setting, in which the training data is generated by some probability distribution, and we attempt to nd a function that has nearminimal expected loss with respect to this distribution (see, for example, 7]). For pattern classi cation, we use the discrete loss; for real estimation, we use the quadratic loss. In both cases, e ciently nding a network with expected loss nearly minimal is equivalent to e ciently nding a network that has the sample average of loss nearly minimal. In this paper, we give results that quantify the di culty of these approximate sample error minimization problems. For the pattern classi cation problem, we show that it is NP-hard to nd a network with k linear threshold units in the rst layer and an output unit that computes a conjunction that has proportion of data correctly classi ed within c=k of optimal, for some constant c. We extend this result to two-layer linear threshold networks (that is, where the output unit is also a linear threshold unit). In this case, the problem is hard to approximate within c=k 2 for some constant c. Further extensions of these results apply to the class of two-layer neural-nets with k linear threshold units in the rst layer and an output unit from any class of boolean functions that contains the conjunction. In this case the approximation constant that we can show hardness for is of the form c=2 k . These results apply even when there is a network that correctly classi es all of the data.
The case of quadratic loss has also been studied recently. Jones 9] considers the problem of approximately minimizing the sample average of the quadratic loss over a class of two-layer networks with sigmoid units in the rst layer and a linear output unit with constraints on the size of the output weights. He shows that this approximation problem is NP-hard, for approximation accuracies of order 1=m, where m is the sample size. The weakness of these results is that the approximation accuracy is su ciently small to ensure that every single training example has small quadratic loss, a requirement that exceeds the su ciency conditions needed to ensure valid generalization. Vu 18] has used results on hardness of approximations to improve Jones' results. He shows that the problem of approximately minimizing the sample average of the quadratic loss of a twolayer network with k linear threshold hidden units and a linear output unit remains hard when the approximation error is as large as ck ?3=2 n ?3=2 , where c is a constant and n is the input dimension. The hard samples in Vu's result have size that grows polynomially with n, so once again, the approximation threshold is a decreasing function of the sample size m.
In this paper, we also study the problem of approximately minimizing quadratic loss. We consider the class of two-layer networks with linear threshold units in the rst layer and a sigmoid output unit (and no constraints on the output weights). We show that it is NP-hard to nd such a network that has the sample average of the quadratic loss within c=k 2 of its optimal value, for some constant c. This result is true even when the in mum over all networks of the error on the training data is zero. One should note that our results show hardness for an approximation value that is independent of input dimension and of the sample size.
All of the learning problems studied in this paper can be solved e ciently if we x the input dimension and the number of hidden units k. In that case, the algorithm`Splitting' described in 14] (see also 5] and 13]) e ciently enumerates all training set dichotomies computed by a linear threshold function.
Preliminary De nitions and Notation

Approximate Optimization Basics
A maximization problem A is de ned as follows. Let m A be a non-negative objective function. Given an input x, the goal is to nd a solution y for which the objective function m A (x; y) is maximized. De ne opt A (x) as the maximum value of the objective function. (We assume that, for all x, m A (x; ) is not identically zero, so that the maximum is positive.) The relative error of a solution y is
Our proofs use L-reductions (see 16, 11] ), which preserve approximability. An L-reduction from one optimization problem A to another B is a pair of functions F and G that are computable in polynomial time and satisfy the following conditions.
F maps from instances of A to instances of B
2. There is a positive constant such that, for all instances x of A, opt B (F(x)) opt A (x).
3. G maps from instances of A and solutions of B to solutions of A.
4. There is a positive constant such that, for instances x of A and all solutions y of F(x), we have opt A (x) ? m A (x; G(x; y)) (opt B (F(x)) ? m B (F(x); y)) :
The following lemma is immediate from the de nitions.
Lemma 1. Let A and B be maximization problems. Suppose that it is NP-hard to approximate A with relative error less than , and that A L-reduces to B with constants and . Then it is NP-hard to approximate B with relative error less than =( ). Clearly, this lemma remains true if we relax condition (4) of the L-reduction, so that it applies only to solutions y of an instance F(x) that have relative error less than =( ). For all of the problems studied in this paper, we de ne the objective function such that max x opt A (x) = 1. With this normalization condition, we say that an L-reduction preserves maximality if opt A (x) = 1 implies opt B (F(x)) = 1. (This is a special case of Petrank's notion 17] of preserving the`gap location' in reductions between optimization problems.) The following lemma is also trivial.
Lemma 2. Let A and B be maximization problems. Suppose that it is NPhard to approximate A with relative error less than , even for instances with opt A (x) = 1. If A L-reduces to B with constants and , and the L-reduction preserves maximality, then it is NP-hard to approximate B with relative error less than =( ), even for instances with opt A (x) = 1.
Families of Boolean Functions
We introduce some de nitions and notations concerning functions that map f0; 1g k to f0; 1g (for some k). De nition:
{ A function f is a generalized conjunction if jf ?1 (1)j = 1 (so, in particular, the conjunction is such a function).
{ A function f is monotone if there exists some boolean vector (a 1 ; : : :; a n ) 2 f0; 1g k so that, for every x 2 f ?1 (1) Note that every linear threshold function is monotone. Note also every monotone family of functions is semi-monotone. It follows that every class of linear threshold functions is a semi-monotone class.
Results
In this section we describe our hardness results. The proofs of these results are deferred to the following section where we discuss the needed reductions. We rst consider two-layer networks with k linear threshold units in the rst layer and an output unit that computes a generalized conjunction. These networks compute functions of the form f(x) = g(f 1 (x); : : :; f k (x)), where g is a generalized conjunction and each f i is a linear threshold function of the form Classes of the form N g;k n are somewhat unnatural, since the output unit is constrained to compute some xed generalized conjunction. Let F be a set of boolean functions on k inputs, and let N F;k n denote the class of functions of the form f(x) = g(f 1 (x); : : :; f k (x)), where g 2 F and f 1 ; : : :; f k are linear threshold functions.
For arbitrary classes F, we do not know how to extend Theorem 1 to give a corresponding hardness result for the class N F;k n over binary-vector inputs. However, we can obtain results of this form if we allow rational inputs. We use the following result, due to Kann, Khanna, Lagergren, and Panconesi 11], to prove the rst part of Theorem 1.
Theorem 4 ( 11]). For k 2, it is NP-hard to approximate Max k-Cut with
relative error less than 1=(34(k ? 1)).
For the second part of the theorem, we need a similar hardness result for k-colorable graphs. The following result is essentially due to Petrank 17] Given a graph G = (V; E), we construct a sample S = F(G) for a Max k-And Consistency problem using a technique similar to that used by Blum and Rivest 3]. The key di erence is that we use multiple copies of certain points in the training sample, in order to preserve approximability.
Suppose jV j = n, and relabel V = fv 1 ; : : :; v n g f0; 1g n , where v i is the unit vector with a 1 in position i and 0s elsewhere. For every edge e = (v i ; v j ) 2 E let F(e) be the labeled sample consisting of { (0 n ; 1) (where 0 n is the all-0 vector in f0; 1g n ), { (v i ; 0), (v j ; 0), and { (v i + v j ; 1). Let F(G) be the concatenation of the samples F(e) for all e 2 E. Clearly, for S = F(G), jSj = 4jEj.
The proof of Theorem 1 relies on the following two lemmas. The case of semi-monotone F For the proof of the claim for a family F of monotone functions we map each input S of Max k-And Consistency to a new sample G(S) by augmenting the input with two extra, rational, components, which we use to force the output unit to compute a conjunction. For a labeled sample S f0; 1g n f0; 1g, we let G(S) consist of the following labeled points from Q 2 f0; 1g n f0; 1g: { 3k copies of ((0; 0); s), for each labeled point s 2 S, { jSj copies of (x; 0 n ; 1) for x 2 S in Q 2 , and { jSj copies of (x; 0 n ; 0) for x 2 S out Q 2 ,
where the sets S in and S out are de ned as follows:
The sets S in and S out both have cardinality 3k. Each point in S in is paired with a point in S out , and this pair straddles some edge of a regular ksided polygon in R 2 that has vertices on the unit circle centered at the origin, as shown in Figure 1 . (We call this pair of points a`straddling pair'.) The midpoint of each pair lies on some edge of the polygon, and the line passing through the pair is perpendicular to that edge. The set of 3k midpoints (one for each pair) and the k vertices of the polygon are equally spaced around the polygon. Proof. Given a solution f to the Max k-And Consistency problem on the input S, we extend it to a solution of Max k-F Consistency on the input G(S)
by augmenting each halfspace f with appropriate weights for the two additional inputs. We choose the output unit as a conjunction and arrange the new hidden unit weights so that the intersection of the hidden unit decision boundaries with the plane of the two additional inputs coincide with the k sides of the polygon. The resulting neural net classi es correctly all the points in S in S out as well as all the images of the points of S that are classi ed correctly by f. The lemma now follows by a straighforward calculation.
Lemma 7. There exists a polynomial time algorithm that, given a sample S f0; 1g n f0; 1g and a Max k-F Consistency solution g for G(S) for which c g > 1 ? 1=(9k), the algorithm nds a Max k-And Consistency solution f for S, such that c f 3(c g ? 2=3) , where c f is the pro t of the solution f for S, and c g is the pro t of the solution g for G(S).
Proof. First note that, as we assume that c g > 1?1=(9k), g classi es correctly all the points in S in S out . Let denote the distance between a point in S in S out and the associated edge of the polygon. Clearly, since the points in f(x; 0 n ) : x 2 S in g are labeled 1 and those in f(x; 0 n ) : x 2 S out g are labeled 0, for every straddling pair described above, any function in N F;k n+2 that is consistent with these points has some hidden unit whose decision boundary separates the pair. It is easy to show using elementary trigonometry that there is a constant c such that, if < c=k, no line in R 2 can pass between more than three of these pairs, and no line can pass between three unless they all straddle the same edge of the polygon. Let g be any function in N F;k n+2 that classi es correctly the points in S in S out , and suppose that g is of the form g = g o (g 1 ; : : :g k ) for hidden units g 1 ; : : :; g k . Since k lines must separate 3k straddling pairs, the decision boundaries of g 1 ; : : :; g k must be hyperplanes whose projections to the two rational coordinates of S are lines, each separating three straddling pairs. Thus, (g 1 (x; 0 n ); : : :; g k (x; 0 n )) is a constant vector (which we denote h) for any x 2 S in , and it satis es g o (h) = 1.
Furthermore, the points in S out force the output to 0 for every vector that di ers from the vector h at exactly one entry. Therefore, as F is semi-monotone, the output gate g o is a generalized conjunction. Without loss of generality, let g = V k i=1 g i , and for each linear threshold function g i let f i be its composition with the projection to the coordinates of f0; 1g n . Let f be V k i=1 f i . Note that for every point of the form ((0; 0); s) in G(S), if g classi es it correctly, then f classi es s correctly. Since only 3kjSj of the 9kjSj points in G(S) are of this form, the number of such points classi ed correctly by g, counting multiple copies, is at least 9kjSjc g ? 6kjSj, and so jSjc f (9kjSjc g ? 6kjSj)=(3k), which implies the result.
The hardness of the approximation problem for Max k-F Consistency will be established once we reduce it to the problem Max k-And Consistency.
The following lemma presents this reduction, for sample inputs S for which opt Max k-And Consistency (S) 1 ? 1=(4k). By Proposition 1, this is su cient. Lemma 8. There is an L-reduction from Max k-And Consistency, restricted to sample inputs for which opt Max k-And Consistency (S) 1 ? 1=(4k), to Max k-F Consistency, with parameters = 4k=(4k ? 1) and = 3.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 5 using Lemmas 6 and 7 instead of Lemmas 3 and 4.
Combining this with Theorem 1 we get a proof for the rst part of Theorem 2.
The case of unrestricted family F To obtain the hardness results for an arbitrary family of functions in the output gate, we repeat the idea of the previous construction. However, we have to modify it because, without the assumption that F is semi-monotone, forcing the output gate to output 1 on one vector and output 0 on all its immediate neighbors does not yet force the output gate to compute a conjunction. To handle this di culty, we replace the Q 2 coordinates of the previous construction by Q k . We let H 1 ; : : :H k be k faces of a k-dimensional regular simplex in R k that contains the origin (that is, each H i is a (k ? 1)-dimensional hyper-plane). Now S in S out consists of k(k + 1) pairs of points straddling these k hyperplanes ((k + 1) many pairs for each H i ). Furthermore, we place one member of S in each of the 2 k many cells de ned by H 1 ; : : :H k and label all of these points by 0 except for the point that shares the cell with the points of S in |the cell to which the origin belongs. Once a function g(f 1 ; : : :; f k ) classi es all these points correctly, it must be a generalized conjunction. Repeating the calculation above yields part 2 of Theorem 2. 
Future Work
It would be interesting to extend the hardness result for networks with real outputs to the case of a linear output unit with a constraint on the size of the output weights. We conjecture that a similar result can be obtained, with a relative error bound that|unlike Vu's result for this case 18]|does not decrease as the input dimension increases. >From the point of view of learning, an algorithm can achieve good generalization by approximating the best hypothesis in some class H by a hypothesis from another class H 0 , as long as H 0 has a small VC dimension. It would be interesting to know if hardness results similar to ours hold for that extended framework as well. There is some related work in this direction. Theorem 7 in 3] shows that nding a conjunction of k 0 linear threshold functions that correctly classi es a set that can be correctly classi ed by a conjunction of k linear threshold functions is as hard as coloring a k-colorable graph with n vertices using k 0 colors. Note however that this result holds only when the learning algorithm is required to output a hypothesis that has zero error. Recently, Ben-David, Eiron and Long obtained a corresponding hardness result for approximating the best hypothesis having k hidden units by a hypothesis having k 0 hidden units, as long as k 0 < (49=48)k. The cryptographic results mentioned in Section 1 do not have such strong restrictions on the hypothesis class. They can therefore be viewed as an answer to the above question, however, they apply only to classes that have the number of hidden units grow (polynomially) with the size of the training data. One should recall that the generalization ability of a hypothesis class deteriorates as the class grows. No such result is known for learning with xed-size neural networks, which are the focus of investigation of this paper.
